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**TOURISM AND THEORY, RESEARCH AND EDUCATION**

*education - students *education - plans and programs *South Africa


*education - students *image and brand *decisions *educational institutions


*employees in catering industry


*employees in catering industry *Romania


*guides, interpreters *tourism and employment


*guides, interpreters *tourism law and regulations


*managers *economics of catering enterprise, finances *East Asia and the Pacific

TOURISM AND ECONOMY

*managers *hotel industry
Developing revenue managers for the lodging industry / Jeffrey Beck ... [et al.] // Journal of human resources in hospitality and tourism. Vol. 10 (2011), No. 1, 104-116

*research in tourism - general studies, monographs

TOURISM MARKET

*elasticity of tourist demand
*island tourism *Spain
*tourism destination - diverse aspects
*consumer behaviour and experience *preferences
Destination visual image and expectation of experiences / Helen Ye, Iis P. Tussydiah // Journal of travel & tourism marketing. Vol. 28 (2011), No. 2, 120-144
*tourism destination - diverse aspects
*internal organization of catering enterprise
*tourism destination - diverse aspects
*tourism and regional development
*history of travel and tourism *Spain
*tourism destination - diverse aspects
*tourism and regional development
*North America
*tourist expenditure - general and characteristics
*tourism and prices - general *tourist demand - general and characteristics
The impact of challenges in household vacation expenditures on the travel and hospitality industries / Aliza Fleischer, Gil Peleg, Judith Rivlin (Byk) // Tourism management : research - policies - practice. Vol. 32 (2011), No. 4, 815-821

TOURISM AND SOCIETY
*image and brand *tourism and politics, peace, war *tourism publicity and information - forms and instruments *Australia and Oceania
*image and brand *tourism destination - diverse aspects *tourism and regional development
*Australia and Oceania
*perceptions *examples *consumer behaviour and experience *East Asia and the Pacific
The moderating influence of psychographics in homestay tourism in Malaysia / Salamiah A. Jamal, Nor’ Ain Othman, Nik Maheran Nik Muhammad // Journal of travel & tourism marketing. Vol. 28 (2011), No. 1, 48-61
*prefeferences *image and brand
*tourism destination - diverse aspects
Examining the effect of novelty seeking, satisfaction, and destination image on tourists’ return pattern: a two factor, non-linear latent growth model / Guy Assaker, Vincenzo Esposito Vinzi, Peter O’Connor // Tourism management : research - policies - practice. Vol. 32 (2011), No. 4, 890-901
*satisfaction *internal trade
*East Asia and the Pacific
*satisfaction *quality in tourism
*tourism and culture, arts
*consumer behaviour and experience
*tourism and culture, arts *tourism destination - diverse aspects *East Asia and the Pacific
TOURISM AND ETHNOLOGY *films, audio-video cassettes *South and Central Asia


TOURISM AND NATIONAL DEFENCE *tourism and politics, peace, war


TOURISM AND SEMIOTICS


TOURISM AND SPACE

*host population attitudes
*tourism and regional development *Spain


*national parks and specific categories of protection
*tourism publicity and information - forms and instruments *tourism and regional development


*natural disasters *tourism and regional development


TOURISM POLICY AND ORGANIZATION

*films, audio-video cassettes *image and brand *decisions


*films, audio-video cassettes *noneconomic aspects of tourism - general *East Asia and the Pacific


*films, audio-video cassettes *tourism publicity and information - forms and instruments *tourism and informatics - other

Tourism and online hotography / Iris Sheungting Lo ... [et al.] // Tourism management : research - policies - practice. Vol. 32 (2011), No. 4, 723-731

*tourism publicity and information - forms and instruments *marketing in tourism - other

*tourism publicity and information - general
perceptions
Information sources for visitors' first awareness of a low profile attraction / David B. Weaver, Laura J. Lawton // Journal of travel & tourism marketing. Vol. 28 (2011), No. 1, 1-12
*tourism publicity and information - general
tourism publicity and information - forms and instruments *Europe
*tourism publicity and information - general
tourism publicity and information - forms and instruments *Europe

STATISTICS AND FORECASTING IN TOURISM
*e-business *tourism publicity and information - forms and instruments
*social and economical planning and forecasting, trends - methods and instruments *tourist demand - general and characteristics *tourism statistics - theory and methodological problems
*web pages *image and brand *tourist resorts *East Asia and the Pacific

TYPES OF TOURISM
domestic and ethnic tourism *tourism and culture, arts *East Asia and the Pacific
*festivals *island tourism *United Kingdom
"Dancing around the ring of fire": social capital, tourism resistance, and gender dichotomies at Up Helly Aa in Lerwick, Shetland / Rebecca Finkel // Event management : an international journal. Vol. 14 (2010), No. 4, 275-285
*festivals *motivations *tourism and culture, arts *Iceland
*festivals *religious tourism *South America
*festivals *tourism and culture, arts *tourism and regional development *France
The spectacle of piety on the Brittany coast / Maura Coughlin // Event management : an international journal. Vol. 14 (2010), No. 4, 287-300
*health tourism *web pages
Medical travel facilitator websites: an exploratory study of web page contents and services offered to the prospective medical tourist / Dan Cormany, Seyhmus Baloglu // Tourism management : research - policies - practice. Vol. 32 (2011), No. 4, 709-716
*heritage tourism *museums and galleries
*hostel tourism *tourism and ethnology *East Asia and the Pacific
*mountain tourism *sustainable tourism

Ecosophy and tourism: rethinking a mountain resort / Peter Varley, Dominic Medway // Tourism management : research - policies - practice. Vol. 32 (2011), No. 4, 902-911

*rural tourism *social and economical planning and forecasting, trends - general

Green innovations in tourism / Mike Ball // Travel and tourism analyst. (2011), No. 01, 1-54

*senior citizens' tourism *noneconomic aspects of tourism - general


*summer-holiday tourism *inbound tourism


*summer-holiday tourism *island tourism


*trekking, walking tours *statistical series

Trekking holidays - international / Mike Ball // Travel and tourism analyst. (2010), No. 05, 1-51

*urban tourism *quality in tourism

*hotel industry *Italy


*urban tourism *recreation *physical (regional) planning - examples


*visiting friends and relatives *North America


*volunteer tourism *tourism and politics, peace, war *motivations


*wildlife tourism *consumer behaviour and experience *recreation *Norway

Household composition and the importance of experience attributes of nature based tourism activity products - a Norwegian case study of outdoor recreationists / Torvald Tangeland, Olystein Aas // Tourism management : research - policies - practice. Vol. 32 (2011), No. 4, 822-832

*wildlife tourism *consumer behaviour and experience

Visitors’ memories of wildlife tourism: implications for the design of powerful interpretive experiences / Roy Ballantyne, Jan Packer, Lucy A. Sutherland // Tourism management : research - policies - practice. Vol. 32 (2011), No. 4, 770-779

*wildlife tourism *East Africa and Indian Ocean islands


*youth tourism *sex tourism

Young tourists visiting strip clubs and paying for sex / Morten Hesse, Sebastien Tutenges // Tourism management : research - policies - practice. Vol. 32 (2011), No. 4, 869-874

*youth tourism *travel risks


T. Hitrec, K. Tokić